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 Abstract 
This project delivers the design of a fish passage facility for the Northampton Street Dam 
on the Manhan River in Easthampton, Massachusetts.  A hydraulic analysis of the Northampton 
Street Dam is performed to determine the river operating heights and if modifications of the dam 
would alter present flow conditions at the site.  A recommended Denil fish passage is designed 
and analyzed. This passage type requires the structural design of a U-shaped concrete channel 
and wooden insert baffles.  The analysis is followed by a characterized list of the designs 
considered in order of best fit for the Manhan site.  The engineering behind the designs is 
graphically displayed in conceptual AutoCAD images.  Each design also had a cost analysis 
section that is based on 2007-2008 expected pricing guides.   
 
  Executive Summary 
This project delivers the design of a fish passage facility for the Northampton Street Dam 
on the Manhan River in Easthampton, Massachusetts.  A hydraulic analysis of the Northampton 
Street Dam is performed to determine the river operating heights and if modifications of the dam 
would alter present flow conditions at the site.  A recommended Denil fish passage is designed 
and analyzed. This passage type requires the structural design of a U-shaped concrete channel 
and wooden insert baffles.  The analysis is followed by a characterized list of the designs 
considered in order of best fit for the Manhan site.  The engineering behind the designs is 
graphically displayed in conceptual AutoCAD images.  Each design also had a cost analysis 
section that is based on 2007-2008 expected pricing guides.   
The project studied general theory on construction of biologically sensitive fish ladders 
and applied the knowledge to its specific application to the Manhan site.  A set of six focused 
tasks were a result of the study that if completed thoroughly, would lend themselves to a well 
defined conclusion: 1) gathered background information on relevant fish species and fish 
passages; 2) performed a hydraulic analysis of the Manhan River; 3) performed structural and 
site analyses of the project site; 4) designed several fish passages by combining two industry 
accepted, empirically-based methods; 5) compared those designs with proposals from the United 
States Army Corps of Engineers; 6) and performed a cost analysis of each design option.  The 
first three tasks were necessary for familiarity with the subject material prior to design.  In 
completing each of these steps, an excellent design was chosen which met or exceeded the 
comparison designs provided for study by sponsoring organizations.   
This project utilized both analysis and synthesis of the engineering design process to 
create a satisfactory understanding of all criteria important to this project.  The synthesis of fish 
 species characteristics, fish passage design types, hydraulic analysis, and cost analysis resulted in 
a design that put no undue stress on the fish during upstream migration.  This result also satisfied 
the consideration for attraction of fish to the passage, which was among the most important 
design criteria.  This is because if fish are not attracted to the passage, then they will avoid it and 
not use it to migrate upstream.   
The deliverable of this project is a design report intended to assist in the construction of a 
feasible fish passage on the Manhan River that presents several conceptual outcomes. 
Particularly, one design option was the most attractive to the anadromous species that the project 
team designed for as well as the project sponsor.  The placement of a structure within a natural 
body of water that has changes in hydraulic conditions proved to be a major feat. This 
information, combined with a proficient placement of the passage within the system proves that, 
at least on paper, this design project is a success.   
The result of this project was a Denil fish passage placed on the right abutment (when 
looking upstream) of the Northampton Street Dam.  The design is based on German design 
criteria provided by the German Association for Water Resources and Land Improvement.  It is 
composed of resting pools for the fish species in between upward sloping channels.  Each 
channel contains several baffles that dissipate the energy that is produced by the head loss as the 
water falls over the dam down a drop of six feet.   
This engineering design project was not so open-ended that an acceptable design outcome 
could be reached.  Limiting factors such as site conditions and anadromous fish species being 
designed for called for the design of a Denil passage.  This design report can aid professional 
organizations or individuals interested in learning about the different considerations and steps 
required to design and construct a Denil fish passage.     
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 Chapter 1: Introduction 
The harvest of natural energy from the flow of water has been a part of civilizations for 
thousands of years.  Whether that energy was to simply divert a stream into a field in order to 
provide water to crop growth or turn a generator for electricity, the effect has always involved 
changing the natural characteristics of hydrological system in order to gain the most benefit from 
the water.  This effect is most evident once the installation of dams became prevalent and 
blocked natural species movement, specifically migrating fish.   
The creation of fish passage systems attempts to circumvent this blockade with a 
manageable flowing system of water that allows fish to swim past the dam.  Typically, the head 
drop of the water as it passes over the dam releases potential energy that creates a turbulent flow 
over the dam and directly past it.  This puts too much undue stress on fish species trying to pass 
the dam, in addition to creating an obstacle that many fish are not able to jump over, particularly, 
anadromous species.  The aim of this Major Qualifying Project (MQP) is to design a fish passage 
system for the Northampton Street Dam in Easthampton, Massachusetts. 
The Northampton Street Dam is a gravity dam with a broad-crested weir that was 
originally built around the 1930‟s to feed a neighboring powerhouse.  Unique flow 
characteristics exist in this system due to sheet flow over an exposed rock ledge after the initial 
fall.  It has a spill range of just less than 100ft, making it rather large compared to the average 
width of the river itself.   
In order to consider the addition of a fish ladder to the Northampton Street Dam, it was 
necessary to first understand the species of fish that would utilize it.  The three fish species that 
historically swim upstream to spawn on the Manhan River are American shad (Alosa 
sapidissuia), alewife (Alosa pseudoharengus), and blueback herring (Alosa aestivalis), 
 collectively termed alosines (Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission [ASMFC] 1999).  
The project‟s goal was to design a fish ladder system that could accommodate the specific stress 
tolerances as well as the maximum swimming speeds of the species in question.  This 
information was the easiest way to eliminate a number of fish passage design options. 
Although there are a number of different types of fish passes in use today, they all use the 
general concept of slowing water flow rates to a speed that allows fish to swim past an obstacle.  
Some are better suited for small, low flow rate systems while others operate best in massive 
channel rivers comprised of a number of contributing streams that keeps the water flow relatively 
constant year-round.  In the end, it is the type and quantity of fish that needs to be transported 
each year that determines which option best suits the location (Clay, 1995). 
This project delivers a complete design report showing a number of options for the 
Northampton Street Dam to be presented to the United States Fish and Wildlife Service 
(USFWS), completing a set of six focused tasks.  The tasks include researching fish passage 
background (including species characteristics), a hydraulic analysis, structural and site analyses, 
selecting and designing a fish passage, comparing it to the designs of the Army Corps of 
Engineers (ACOE) proposals, and perform a cost analysis of the different proposed designs.   
The six tasks served as either a means of gathering background information or producing 
an actual deliverable.  The tasks of researching the background of fish passages, hydraulic 
analysis, and structural and site analyses were meant to provide familiarization with the subject 
matter prior to working on the actual designs itself.  The remaining three tasks, selection and 
design of a fish passage, comparison to ACOE proposals, and cost analysis, were used to choose 
the final design for the Northampton Street Dam.  It was discovered that by completing the 
 proposed tasks, a well defined conclusion and recommendation could be made to help facilitate 
fish passage on the Manhan River.    
 Chapter 2: Background 
The objective of this project was to design a fish passage resulting in a deliverable to the 
USFWS.  In order to present an acceptable design, it was first determined that a sizable amount 
of background information would need to be reviewed in order to fully understand the presented 
problem.  Geographical, structural, and hydrological information specific to the site was 
collected and examined.  In addition, information regarding the evolution of fish passage design 
and current theory was compiled from a number of texts.  Historical information, purpose, and 
current activities were summarized for each of the involved organizations.  Finally, a previous 
MQP was examined in order to gain insight of anticipated problems, methods, and further 
sources of information.   
 2.1 The Northampton Street Dam and associated region 
In order to properly design for the operation of a fish passage, a site study was conducted 
of the area and present conditions.  Information on the town of Easthampton, MA was gathered 
using a 1979 Flood Insurance Study funded by the U.S Department of Housing and Urban 
Development.  Geologic and hydrologic information was contributed by multiple entities such as 
the New England Division of the USACE, the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), U.S. Department 
of Agriculture, Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), and the New England River 
Basins Commission to the 1979 final report.  ArcGIS, a geospatial information system program, 
was used to compile a more detailed characterization of the drainage area, including water bodies, 
soil characteristics, land use, and topographical information.   
2.1.1 Geographic region characterization 
The town of Easthampton is located in west-central Massachusetts fourteen miles north 
of Springfield.  Hadley borders the town on the northeast, Holyoke on the south and east, 
Northampton to the north, and Southampton and Westhampton on the west.  Most urban 
development in the town of Easthampton is situated over a level valley with little or no 
mountainous areas.  The Mount Tom mountain range extends its way along the eastern limits of 
the town and creates the border between itself and the town of Holyoke.  
The weather in Easthampton is characteristic of typical New England weather.  The town 
has a range of seasonal average temperatures from 72 degrees Fahrenheit in July to 25 degrees 
Fahrenheit in January (FIS, 1979).  The soil in Easthampton is characterized as excessively 
drained sandy subsoil over sand and gravel, which permits good infiltration of water into the 
subsurface when unobstructed.  The soil is underlain by sedimentary rock comprised of 
 sandstone, siltstone, and shale.  Ridges present in the area are igneous rock with origin from 
volcanic activity (FIS, 1979).  
2.1.2 Watershed classification 
Easthampton makes up a small part of what can be characterized as a larger, complex and 
interconnected drainage basin, discounting political boundaries.  The general idea behind a 
drainage basin is that surface water accumulated by precipitation, melting of ice and snow, or 
simply from other contributing water bodies will flow down a path of least resistance.  The area, 
shape, drainage patterns, land use, land and channel properties, slopes, and infiltration capacity 
of the soil within the drainage basin characterize the path water travels (Wanielista, 1997).   
As part of understanding and conserving the natural landscape, the USGS has identified 
twenty major water resource regions in North America.  These regions are divided into sub-
regions, which in turn are cataloged into smaller hydrologic units.  The town of Easthampton lies 
within a number of the smaller hydrologic units of a sub-region known as the Connecticut River 
Basin, with a total drainage area of 4,960 square miles (USGS, 2007).  Recognizing and studying 
these divisions allows us to understand the natural flows of water in our environment.  
 The Manhan River is a principal stream that runs through Easthampton, originating near 
Mount Pisgah in Westhampton, and then flowing northeasterly to its confluence with the 
Connecticut River Oxbow.  No gage records of the stream flows exist for the Manhan River and 
therefore two indices are to be utilized in this report for hydrological evaluation of the drainage 
area.  The first reference is the 1979 FIS for the Town of Easthampton, MA and the second 
includes the drainage-area-ratio method of a characteristically similar watershed with USGS 
gage data to determine the flow regime at the Manhan River.   
 2.2 Structural information for the Northampton Street Dam 
The Northampton Street Dam is six feet high, constructed of reinforced concrete, and has 
a crest elevation of 126.5ft National Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD) (USACE, 2003).  The 
entire structure rests directly on a natural rock ledge that creates yet another barrier to fish 
passage.  Fish may only get 100.0 ft from the dam before encountering sheet flow off the ledge.  
In addition, the left abutment (when looking upstream) consists of a reinforced concrete wall 
supporting a nearby powerhouse.  There is an inlet in this wall for water flow directly to the 
building, which has been closed off.  The right abutment is a stone retaining wall showing 
significant wear and erosion.  It may be necessary and advantageous to take a redevelopment of 
the wall on the right abutment into account during the fish passage construction process.   
 2.3 A history of fish passes and their specific characteristics 
The obstruction of fish migration by manmade or natural structures has created a problem 
for fisheries and wildlife conservation services around the globe.  In order to develop a feasible 
way for fish to continue their migration habits, the obstructions need to be circumvented.  This 
study of fish passages attempts to define and overcome this problem through the introduction of 
secondary passages around blocking structures.  These additions can include construction 
designs with modern materials, including concrete, metal, and specially treated wood.  They can 
even be camouflaged as natural systems that look and act like small streams by simply diverting 
water around the dam or obstruction in a quiescent state.  In any of these cases, the goal is to 
dissipate the energy created from the head drop (Clay, 1995).   
The first attempts at designing and constructing fish passes on a scientific basis occurred 
in the 20
th
 century.  Previously, in 17
th
 century Europe, there were attempts of a primitive nature, 
without understanding of the sciences involved, both biological and physical.  The related 
hydraulics evolved slowly as a science, once fish passes were classified as energy dissipaters that 
take into account the mechanics of swimming fish.  Engineering studies were subsequently done 
where the hydraulics were better understood, but where the fish were erroneously categorized as 
inanimate objects subjected to various forces, rather than biological organisms with instincts and 
limited physical abilities.   
2.3.1 Fish passages 
Although there are a number of different types of fish passages in use today, they all 
maintain a similar general concept of slowing water flow rates to a speed that allows fish to 
swim past an obstacle.  Some are better suited for small, low flow rate systems while others 
 operate best in massive channel rivers comprised of a number of contributing streams that keeps 
the water flow relatively constant year-round.  In the end, it is the type and quantity of fish that 
needs to be passed each year that determines which option best suits the location (Clay, 1995).  
For this case, where anadromous species are present, a fish passage that does not require the fish 
to jump is essential.  None of the species that migrate through the Northampton St Dam are able 
to jump.  Therefore, options for the type of fish passage are limited to vertical slot, Denil, Alaska 
steepass, natural passages, and mechanical passages.  All available options are discussed in this 
section.   
2.3.1.1 Pool and weir 
One of the simplest concepts to take advantage of when trying to slow water flow is the 
Pool and Weir.  This design focuses on separating the flow into a number of small pools that 
disrupt hydraulic paths and force the water to circulate for a moment, dissipating some of its 
energy.  In addition, these pools crate an area of slow flow, allowing the fish to rest in between 
each elevation change.  Where strong jumping fish like the salmon are present, the design can be 
shelf like, creating small ledges that the fish must exit the water to pass over.  Openings can also 
be allowed below the water‟s surface so that weaker fish and other species pass unhindered.   
By creating one step for each regular elevation change, the design has a relatively 
limitless head-loss application so long as a suitable horizontal passing distance can be 
maintained.  This extended length often restricts the Pool and Weir system to larger river systems, 
and it is in these large systems where the application of this design excels in passing large 
quantities of fish.  The ability to expand the pool size perpendicular to the river embankments 
significantly increases the number of fish the pass can handle as well as adds additional area to 
 slow the water flow rate.  Since the Northampton Street Dam is a relatively small system with 
variable annual flows, this design may not be the most suitable (DVWK, 2002).   
2.3.1.2 Vertical slot 
Another fish passage design was first developed on the Fraser R. in British Columbia in 
1946 at Hell‟s Gate Canyon, with fish passages on both banks.  This dam used a new design, the 
vertical slot baffle fish passage, which marked another important advancement because of the 
principle of energy dissipation in water that it used, turning the jet of water back on itself, and 
thus increasing efficiency.  This also formed a resting pool pattern that was conducive to natural 
migration of the fish, sockeye salmon.  Because of the vertical slot, the fish passage can 
accommodate large fluctuations in river height and flow (headwater and tail water elevations), 
lending itself useful to installation at natural obstructions as well.   
Similar in theory to the Pool and Weir design, the objective of the Vertical Slot fish 
passage is to slow the force of the water by breaking it down into smaller pools.  By utilizing 
vertical slots, the range of suitable flows that the system can handle is expanded.  As the flow 
rate increases, so does the water height within each of the pools, exposing the water to more 
hindrance.  This system still maintains a need for relatively low angles of inclination and thus 
requires significant horizontal length to operate.  Because of this, the vertical slot system is not 
suitable to very small river systems, even though its design could handle flow rates below those 
of the Pool and Weir design (Clay, 1995).   
2.3.1.3 Denil  
In 1909 the Belgian scientist G. Denil published a paper describing a new type of fish 
passage that he designed utilizing complex analysis of fluid dynamics.  The Denil fish passage 
 revolves around a simple chute design with the introduction of interior baffles that create areas of 
turbulence to slow the flow.  As flow quantities change, the exposed baffle area changes 
proportionally.  This increases disruptive forces acting on the water during times of high flow 
and reduces them when less water is passing through the system.  The result is a system that 
keeps flows within working limits apart from exceptional circumstances.  In addition, by 
including a high numbers of baffles, the Denil fish passage creates substantial flow disruption to 
allow for steeper inclinations than designs previously mentioned.  This is beneficial to small 
systems because it decreases the horizontal length of the system, reducing the amount of material 
(and thus the cost) of the project as well as making it easier to construct in a particularly difficult 
location (Clay, 1995).   
The downside of the Denil fish passage is that the substantial turbulence so critical to 
slowing the flow rate can become too much for smaller species of fish to cope with.  In addition, 
the tight proximity of each baffle can often lead to issues with debris; however there are separate 
engineering solutions to this problem.  These include screens and flow diversion above the 
ladder that push unwanted material away from the ladder‟s exit channel (Clay, 1995).   
2.3.1.4 Alaska steepass 
An offshoot of the Denil passage is the Alaska Steepass.  This is a prefabricated design 
that incorporated the concepts of Denil into a modular, lightweight structure, making it more 
suitable for remote area installation.  One important feature is the inclusion of a more complex 
baffle design.  This creates a system designed to dissipate larger flows with a smaller area of 
each baffle.  As such the angle of inclination can be increased much higher that that of the basic 
Denil fish passage.  This is beneficial to keep weight down and reduce horizontal space needs 
and costs, but the stronger turbulence substantially limits the species that can utilize this design.  
 As such, the Alaska Steepass is a very specific design that excels in its application; unfortunately, 
this is not the Northampton Street Dam (OTA, 1995).   
2.3.2 Natural designs 
The objective of natural designs is to create flows suitable for migrating fish while 
maintaining maximum aesthetic appeal of the area.  This is done by utilizing natural stones and 
bed formations to dissipate the energy created by the change in head.  Because non-engineered 
materials are being used to slow the movement of water, less surface area is exposed to the flow, 
thus increasing the amount of material needed and length of such a design.  This creates a need 
for entire offshoots of the river in many cases, and unfortunately, such a design is not feasible for 
the space constraints of many project locations (DVWK, 2002).   
2.3.3 Mechanical passages 
When intending to restore fish passage to a dam of much larger scale, sometimes it is not 
feasible to use the designs previously mentioned.  This may be due to the cost of creating such 
systems, or because of special needs that inhibit the installation of anything affecting the flow of 
water over the dam.  The most common application of mechanical passage is through dam 
systems that impose head changes far above any previous designs feasible limits of use, which 
amount to more than fifty feet.   
The largest problem with mechanical passage designs is the introduction of non-
biological effects on the fish. In 1900, a Scottish scientist, Mr. Malloch out of Perth, designed a 
scheme similar to modern fish locks, but was not supported since there was no practical use at 
the time. It was thought that since the mechanical systems did the work of transport, the fish 
would undergo very little stress, but this was an unsupported conclusion.  It has since been 
 proven that increased stresses due to confinement or exterior pressure can inhibit the fish‟s 
natural response after transport (Clay, 1995).   
2.3.3.1 Pumps  
Fish pumps are systems that use vacuum pressure to move fish through a dam and deposit 
them upstream, employing mechanical systems that force the flow of water from one area to the 
next as quickly as possible.  This system is not widely accepted as it often endangers and 
disorients the fish through rapid, unfamiliar movement.  This second reason my not seem as 
critical, but the extra time that fish take to reorient themselves overexposes them to predators and 
other forms of danger (Clay, 1995).   
2.3.3.2 Lifts  
In 1924, an experimental fish elevator was tested on the White Salmon River in 
Washington.  Two years later, a patented fish lift or lock was attempted on the Umpgua River in 
Oregon.  Similar installations in Europe followed: an elevator at Aborrfors, Finland, and an 
elevator on the Rhine River at Kembs in Germany.  Lifts collect fish in a container downstream 
and pass the fish over the dam through a pump system, but at a much slower rate.  This is 
achieved with an elevator that moves fish up and down the dam, collecting and depositing with 
each revolution, or with a far less sophisticated system of capture and release.  In either case, as 
with the fish pumps, this system creates unnecessary amounts of stress for the fish that can be 
traumatic both during and after transport.  When comparing the success of the two mechanical 
options, lifts are utilized more often because of concern for the fish‟s safety (Clay, 1995).   
 2.3.3.3 Locks 
One of the first and largest fish passages was constructed in 1937 and 1938 at the 
Bonneville Dam on the Columbia River Gorge 40 miles east of Portland, Oregon and Vancouver, 
Washington.  The hydroelectric dam supplies the region with inexpensive power, but it also 
interrupted the natural upstream passage of large quantities of salmonids.  The fish passage 
constructed was far advanced for the data available at the time, and included fish locks, standard 
weir types, and provisions for downstream migrant juvenile salmonids.  The FWS and the 
Department of Fisheries of Washington and Oregon collaborated to design the fish passages, 
attending to hydraulic and biological aspects of the project.  Their design is accepted as a 
standard for many similar scale projects.  Investigations into the efficiency (in the form of 
mortality rate of salmonids passing upstream and downstream) of the Bonneville facilities 
sparked research into the physiology and behavior of migrating salmonids, whose principals are 
covered in section 2.4.   
Locks create holding chambers between upstream and downstream sections of a dam.  
The process begins by allowing a noticeable amount of water flow to pass through pumps near 
the entrance of a lock system in order to entice fish to close on it.  A locking mechanism will 
open the gate as the flow from the pump ceases, allowing the fish to move into the chamber.  
Then a new flow near the opposite end of the chamber again entices fish to move forward.  The 
rear gate closes again, and the forward one opens allowing the fish to pass.  This series can be 
used to pass head changes of any magnitude as the system can be limited to pressures and flow 
rates suitable to the fish of interest.  Of the mechanical options, locks are the most suitable as 
they place the least amount of stress on the fish and can often be operated with the lowest cost to 
fish quantity ratios (Clay, 1995).   
 2.4 Fish species 
The three anadromous fish species that historically would swim upstream to spawn on the 
Manhan River are American shad (Alosa sapidissuia), alewife (Alosa pseudoharengus), and 
blueback herring (Alosa aestivalis), collectively termed alosines (Atlantic States Marine 
Fisheries Commission [ASMFC] 1999).  However, damming and other impediments, along with 
degradation of water quality, have severely reduced access to spawning rivers along the entire 
east coast of both the United States and Canada (Berger, 2004).   
The range of American shad is from southern Labrador, Canada to St. John‟s River in 
Florida, moving from the Atlantic ocean to the rivers to spawn beginning in January in the south 
and as late as July in the northernmost rivers.  They spend 2 to 3 months in rearing upriver, and 5 
to 6 years in the ocean.  Life patterns also differ with latitude, as shad return to spawn at age 4 
and then die in the south (below Cape Fear, North Carolina), while in the north spawning occurs 
at 5 years and increasing numbers of spawners survive the migration period to then go to the 
Gulf of Maine (Kocik, 2000).  American shad can reach up to 2.5 feet in length, weighing about 
11.5 pounds, and swim at cruise speeds of up to 3fps, have a sustained speed up 8fps and a 
darting speed up to almost 14.5fps.  Juvenile American shad swim with a sustained speed from 
1.25fps to 1.75fps, and dart with a speed from 1.75fps to 2.5fps (Bell, 1990).   
Alewife and blueback herring are collectively known to as river herring, and will be 
termed such in this report.  The coastal range of alewife is from northeastern Newfoundland, 
Canada to South Carolina.  For the blueback herring, the range is from Nova Scotia to northern 
Florida, and they are most numerous from the Chesapeake Bay south.  Alewives may grow up to 
14 inches and normally weigh 9 ounces, while blueback herring may grow to 13 inches but 
normally weigh only 7 ounces.  Unlike the American shad, river herring rapidly migrate 
 downstream after spawning.  Alewives then live as long as 10 years, and blueback herring as 
long as 8 years.  The Alewife spawning time is from April to mid-July at night in lakes or 
streams above the influence of saltwater when water temperatures are from 16 to 19 degrees 
Celsius, while blueback herring spawn later when the water is about 5 degrees warmer (Kocik, 
2000).  Adult herring swim at cruise speed of up to 2.5fps, sustained speeds up to 5fps, and a 
darting speed up to 7fps.  Herring larvae swim at a darting speed up to 1fps (Bell, 1990).   
Adult river herring negotiate rapids and fish passages better than American shad.  Adult 
river herring also migrate further upstream than the shad (Bell, 1990).  For this reason, the fish 
passage must be designed to accommodate the weaker fish.   
2.4.1 Swimming speeds 
In 1939 and 1940, P. Nemenyi and A. M. McLeod researched fish performance under 
varying conditions of fluid mechanics, published as “An Investigation of Fishways” in 1941.  
Conducted in the streams of Iowa, their observations were empirical (having an experimental 
basis only), and formed a strong basis for many of the systems installed today.  P. Nemenyi also 
compiled a bibliography of fish passes around the world.  (“An annotated bibliography of 
fishways, covering also related aspects of fish migration, fish protection and water utilization,” 
Paul Felix Nemenyi; Iowa State Conservation Commission. Iowa City, IA., State university of 
Iowa, 1941.)   
Cruising, sustained, and darting swimming speeds are important to fish facility structures.  
Cruising speed can be sustained for hours on end and is normally used for migration.  Sustained 
speed can be maintained for minutes and is employed in passage through difficult areas, and 
darting speed is a single effort and not sustainable, used for feeding or escape purposes.  These 
 three aspects of swimming speed are of concern in fish pass design because of the water speed 
and flow at the entrance.   
The forces working against fish movement can be calculated by:   
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Where...  
  F = force (lbs) 
Cd = drag coefficient (0.2 for salmon) 
A = cross sectional area (ft
2
) 
W = weight of water (62.4 lbs/ft
3
) 
V = summation of velocities (ft/s) 
g = gravity (32.2 ft/s
2
) 
 
The above formula explains why fish tire rapidly with increase in velocity, because 
energy requirements are related to the square of the apparent velocity.   
There is a ratio of sustained speed to darting speed, and one for cruising speed to darting 
speed.  A fish‟s cruising speed may be 15 to 20 percent of its darting speed, supported by data on 
a fish‟s jumping velocity as compared to its swimming speed.  The jumping velocity is roughly 
found by the formula:   
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Where...  
 
 V = initial velocity in feet per second at water surface 
g = gravity (32.2 feet per second per second) 
h = height in feet of jump above water surface 
 
A proper fish ladder design considers attractive velocities so that fish are able to find the 
entrance.   Fish are able to sense low velocities to 0.16 fps and changes as miniscule as 0.328 fps, 
which means they will be able to seek the most favorable areas with a heightened accuracy.  
 Therefore, average velocities are not suitable for entrance design, and a study of normal 
distribution curves is recommended.   
The entrance velocity can be above the cruising speed, but well below the darting speed 
for ease of movement and attraction of fish to entranceway.  As with any poikilothermic animal 
(cold-blooded), temperature differentials in water will affect swimming performance.  An 
adverse temperature can cause a reduction in swimming effort up to 50 percent, but there is no 
evidence that fish will move away from a temperature differential unless it exceeds or drops 
below the optimum range.  
 The amount of dissolved oxygen in the water affects performance in anadromous fish 
(those that migrate up rivers from the sea to breed in fresh water).  A one-third oxygen saturation 
level can cause a 60 percent decrease in performance in fish.  In areas where the guidance of fish 
is of the utmost importance (in adult and juvenile fish at a fish pass entrance), the effects of 
temperature and oxygen levels must be taken in account.  A sensed change in velocity can cause 
a fish to stop moving from a lower gradient to a higher gradient, and can cause stoppage, 
hesitation, and refusal to enter a particular area.  Therefore, it is essential to engineer smooth 
transitions and accelerations in water flow and speed to guide fish to the fish pass entrance.   
The ambient light is also a factor that affects a fish‟s sense of a safe area to swim.  In 
laboratory tests, fish swam for 23 percent longer in a darkened pipe than in a fully lit pipe.  The 
equations on the following page are used to determine the time that a fish can sustain darting 
speeds:   
DkVWork 2  
Or, 
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And, 
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Where...  
 D = swimming distance (ft) 
V = swimming velocity (fps) (Vm=darting, Vs=sustained, and Vc=cruising) 
T = temperature in (F) 
A = cross sectional area in square feet 
 
Also:  mmss TkVTkV
33
   where  mm TkV
3
  is the maximum energy factor at optimum temperature  
Generally: 
mc VV 6
1  
And,  
ms VV 2
1  
Because of turbulence and pulsing in water flow and speed, designing for a maximum 
darting time of 7.5 seconds is recommended.   
2.4.2 Avoidance  
Avoidance is the reluctance of a fish to swim to or from a certain area for various reasons 
for an undetermined length of time.  Fish avoid sudden changes in velocities, and will become 
locked in a situation, regardless of the safety of the situation.  Therefore it is of great importance 
to place the fish pass entrance at a location where the fish will want to swim, and will not avoid 
due to poor conditions, including exposure and constriction.   
Conditioning of fish to temperatures and velocities will allow fish to swim to areas with 
slightly faster velocities or higher temperatures than normal, meaning that an avoidance 
movement is triggered by a change in the conditions of the fish‟s environment.  Fish also avoid 
pressure and light intensity changes, as well as odor (from mammalian skin), and will usually 
avoid sudden noise or movement, but will become conditioned to that noise or movement if 
subjected to it for long periods.  Fish also avoid areas with low levels of oxygen, as they are not 
able to survive in such a condition (Bell, 1990).   
 In addition to oxygen level, ambient temperature, water conditions, and ambient light, 
pollutants also affect swimming capabilities.  Pollutants vary, but are categorized by toxicity of 
elements and compounds, metals, plastic, pesticides and herbicides, and fish toxicants (Bell, 
1990).  The following passage from Bell (1990) accurately sums up the avoidance behavior of 
fish, page 18.1:   
“Their general behavioral pattern of movement indicates that they will 
ultimately seek velocities near their cruising speed limit for movement.  They 
will penetrate silted water.  They will generally avoid bright lights.  They will 
adapt to both temperature and depth or pressure situations if not lethal.  If held 
in waters near their upper tolerance level, they ultimately will seek cooler waters.  
They also may seek cooler waters, if food is in short supply or if conserving 
body fats is required.  They will respond to shadow and light patterns, generally 
favoring cover.  In clear water, downstream migrants usually move in darkness 
periods, but under turbid conditions they will move in daylight.”   
2.4.3 Downstream migration  
Downstream migration may occur across the width of the stream, but it is observed that 
smaller fish hug the shoreline, and that light levels and water clarity affect the horizontal 
migration path.  The downstream migration rate correlates to the water flows, but the time 
through major impoundments, (dams, etc.) may be much longer than it would be for a fish to 
traverse the natural run of the stream.  Downstream movement of fingerlings (fish ranging from 
1in-3in) occurs throughout the day, and is highest during the hours of darkness.   
Mortality of downstream migrants is linked to physical injuries incurring in passing the 
dams, as well as predation, disease, pollution, residualism (predation of adult fish on juvenile 
fish in estuaries, hatcheries, and during downstream migration), increased water temperature, 
lack of dissolved oxygen, reduced stream velocity, excess nitrogen, and other factors (Bell, 
1990).   
It is normal to have a balanced sex ratio in species, but larger ratio of males to females 
(for example 20 percent more) is not uncommon and may affect the numbers of fish migrating 
 upstream.  Downstream migration is affected since the returning times of male and females may 
be different.  Fishing pressures may also change the sex ratio, as well as the fact that males live 
longer and may re-mate.   
2.4.4 Downstream passage  
Fish navigate downstream over obstacles by means of normal stream gradient, falls or 
rapids, spillways, turbines, and special bypasses.  A harmful situation exists over falls and rapids 
where the head falls at more than 40.0 fps, or 25.0 ft of head.  If such a situation exists, then 
artificial guidance (such as a bypass, turbine, spillway, or conduit) is an option to pass fish safely 
through an obstacle.  This does not apply to the Northampton St Dam, as the head drop is 6.0 -
7.0 ft (Bell, 1990).   
2.4.5 Artificial guidance of fish  
Artificial guidance of fish also applies to upstream migration as well as downstream.  
Artificial guidance used in tandem with natural guidance results in the fish responding more 
readily, and averting avoidance.  Artificial guidance includes bubble screens, electric fields, high 
velocities, chemical barriers, wire screens, louvers, rack bars, light, turbid or silty water, and 
channel shaping.  It is evident from numerous factors that fish are safely guided when the proper 
guidance systems are used in concert.  Screening methods often require bypasses, which result in 
predation and debris accumulation.   
Upstream migrants will seek the farthest upstream point, and downstream migrants move 
to the lowest point possible.  Blind corners and 90 degree angles are hazardous and may cause 
jumping with resulting injury (Bell, 1990).   
 2.5 Collaborating organizations 
The restoration of fish passage on the Northampton Street Dam, like many engineering 
applications, is a project that involves many organizations before its completion.  The following 
is a selection of those organizations that have some effect on the project, specifically the ones 
that this MQP has a high chance of coming in contact with.   
2.5.1 United States Fish and Wildlife Service 
Created in 1871, the FWS is a fairly new addition to the Department of the Interior.  
Their stated goal is "Working with others, to conserve, protect and enhance fish, wildlife, and 
plants and their habitats for the continuing benefit of the American people" (USFWS, 2007).  
The FWS focuses on the enforcement of federal wildlife laws, endangered species protection, 
migrating species management, restore national fisheries, restores wildlife habitats, and assist 
foreign nations with their own conservation efforts.  They are sponsoring this MQP as it falls 
under their jurisdiction of both fishery and migratory management.   
Dick Quinn, a practicing hydraulics engineer, has graciously accepted the role as liaison 
for this major design project.  As liaison, Mr. Quinn details the needs of the project as well as 
relays his experiences with the FWS and its associated partners.  He also shares his extensive 
knowledge of engineering as it relates to the design and application of fish ladder systems. 
2.5.2 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association 
“An informed society that uses a comprehensive understanding of the role of the 
oceans, coasts and atmosphere in the global ecosystem to make the best social 
and economic decisions” (NOAA, 2007). 
 
 The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association (NOAA), as the name implies, is a 
government organization focused on the condition of the oceans and atmosphere.  The 
Association is responsible for providing environmental steward services by regulating the use 
and maintenance of coastal and marine habitats.  In addition, they are a major supplier of 
information relating to all aspects of the environment, including conservation and weather 
prediction.  This is done most prominently through the forecasts of the National Weather Service, 
but also through their collection of data that is available for any project.  Finally, the NOAA is a 
driving force behind the creation of many improvements to waterway systems in the United 
States.  With the assistance of Federal funding, the Northampton Street Dam‟s fish passage will 
most likely be built by the NOAA (NOAA, 2007). 
2.5.3 National Resource Conservation Service 
The NRCS provides service to private land owners interested in conservation of their soil, 
water, and other natural resources.  Formed in 1935, the Service has worked to deliver scientific 
background and financial resources for those seeking to complete a conservation project.  The 
Service aims to “Manage natural resource conservation programs that provide environmental, 
societal, financial, and technical benefits” (NRCS, 2007).  They are another possible source of 
funding for the fish passage construction at the Northampton Street Dam and also maintain a 
database of available information on past projects that may assist our project in concept and 
design.   
2.5.4 United States Army Corps of Engineers 
The USACE is a national organization aimed at providing engineering services to the 
nation.  Comprised of over 34,000 civilian and 640 military members, the Corps is a well diverse 
 organization capable of providing sound design proposals and engineering solutions for a 
number of field services within the United States (USACE, 2007).  They played an important 
role to this MQP investigation as they have already designed a fish passage for the Northampton 
Street Dam restoration project.   
The benefit of the Corps is there comprehensive resource cache containing knowledge on 
all aspects relating to the design of water systems.  The Corps is not utilized in many recent 
projects, however, because their cost is significantly higher and their relative time to complete 
each of their projects is longer than most private organizations in the region.  As such, this MQP 
seeks to create a cost effective design solution that meets the rigorous specifications of the Corps 
without the associated price tag. 
 2.6 Relevant information from a similar undertaking 
Another fountain of information comes from the MQP, Facilitation of Fish Passage on 
the Quinapoxet River, which was completed on March 14
th
, 2005 by Bennett-Dagget, Moonan, 
and Ruszala.  The project examines the Oakdale Dam on the Quinapoxet River and focuses on a 
fish passage constructed in the 1930‟s.  The students looked at its poor design and inappropriate 
upkeep.  The design team also examined unique characteristics of the location that complicate 
the application of a fish passage at the dam site.  While irrelevant when comparing sites and flow 
regime, generic background information and sources that blanket all fish passage design projects 
were utilized for our own analysis. 
Fish characteristics, aesthetic appeal, structural design, and cost analysis were areas of 
particular interest for our analysis.  The political considerations of constructing the fish passage 
are linked to price and aesthetics, and will be of particular interest to the Northampton Street 
Dam project as the funding sources are politically complex (2007).  Overall, this MQP is of good 
use for the Manhan restoration project as its organization and numerical analysis can be used to 
verify our own procedures of analysis.   
 Chapter 3: Methodology 
The goal of designing a fish ladder for the Northampton Street Dam required that the 
project team create a set of tasks that when completed would lend themselves to a well defined 
conclusion and recommendation for fish ladder design.  These tasks included  researching fish 
passage background, hydraulic analysis, structural and site analysis, selecting and designing a 
fish passage, comparing design with ACOE designs, and performing a cost analysis of the 
different proposed designs.  
The six tasks served as either a means of gathering background information or producing 
an actual deliverable.  The tasks of researching the background of fish passages, hydraulic 
analysis, and structural and site analysis were meant to provide familiarization with the subject 
material prior to working on the actual designs itself.  The next three tasks, selecting and 
designing a fish passage, comparing it to ACOE designs, and cost analysis were used to choose 
the final design for the Northampton Street Dam.   
 3.1 Research of fish passages 
The initial step taken for completion of the project involved studying the history of fish 
passages.  The task allowed the project team to get familiarized with fish passage theory, 
historical projects intended to restore fish passage, and the biological considerations those 
projects may have included or overlooked.   
On January 10, 2007, Dick Quinn provided a reference point for researching fish passage 
background with his PowerPoint presentations on fish passage analysis and design.  In this 
conference he detailed the earliest implementation of fish passage technology, how it has 
evolved, as well as its current state of use in Massachusetts.  Finally, Mr. Quinn gave a virtual 
tour of the Manhan site via numerous photos ranging from 1998 to present time, providing a 
starting point from which to begin additional research for the project. 
Dick Quinn also provided direction to an excellent reference text that became a key part 
of becoming familiar with the specifics of the topic, “Design of fishways and other fish facilities”.  
The book details much of the history behind fish ladders and provides multiple examples of built 
fish ladders with reasons why they were successful or a failed.  It also provides principals and 
theory of design in both mathematically as well as logically.   
We decided to search for published texts before investigating online resources for fish passage 
design.  The suggested reference from Mr. Quinn noted that before Charles Clay revised Design 
of fishways and other fish facilities, there had been only one other text of its nature, that being 
the first edition published over 30 years ago which has since gone out of print.  For this reason, 
Clay revised the text, and updated it with new methodologies and data.  Clay‟s book describes 
the fishways and fish facilities used around the world, and provides procedural guidelines for 
designing a fish passage.   
 However, this being an engineering design project, we needed stricter design guidelines 
than those presented by Clay.  Therefore, we investigated the history of the Denil type passage, 
having determined it to be the ideal passage type for our site, and discovered that it was 
originally a Belgian design.  Changing our searching preferences, we uncovered a text published 
by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations in association with the 
German Association for Water Resources and Land Improvement (DVWK).   
Fish passes – design, dimensions and monitoring was originally published in German in 
1996 and translated by the FAO in 2002 “to make available the valuable information contained 
in this technical document…as no comparable work was so far available” (DVWK, 2002).  This 
text proved invaluable, as it laid out a methodology based on empirical equations developed by 
the DVWK for designing not only a Denil passage, but also other technical passes as well as 
close-to-nature passes.  Therefore, we used the DVWK text in conjunction with guidelines from 
Mr. Quinn to produce several Denil fish pass designs.  We also searched on the internet for 
publications that outlined how to design a Denil fish pass, but found only technical papers 
summarizing specific applications of Denil passes.   
 
 
 3.2 Hydraulic analysis 
In order to properly design for the future operation of a technical fish ladder, a hydraulic 
study was conducted in order to show the hydraulic and hydrologic conditions of the 
Northampton Street Dam site.  This section consists of the processes used to quantify flows of 
the Manhan River, determine headwater surface elevations, perform a headwater surface profile 
calculation, determine tailwater surface elevations, and analyze possible sediment transport. The 
goals of this analysis were to determine the river‟s operating heights and if modification to the 
channel would have an impact on water levels or channel itself.   
 River operating heights were determined by quantifying flows of the Manhan River, 
estimating head heights of water as it approaches the dam for the different design flows, and 
justifying tailwater elevations taken by ACOE field technicians.  Channel modification impacts 
were determined by performing head water profile calculations and a Shield‟s shear stress 
analysis. Sources of information used to compile this analysis included a 1979 flood insurance 
study, geographical information programs and databases (ArcGIS and MassGIS), historical flow 
data from the USGS database, and both hydraulic and hydrologic textbooks.  Data gathered from 
these sources were cross-referenced in order to compile the final environmental analysis of this 
report.  
3.2.1 Quantifying flows for the Manhan River  
The first step to determining the river‟s operating heights at the dam required the 
quantification of the amount of flow coming down the Manhan River.  Stream flow records were 
sought for the river, but unfortunately none existed.  This required the project team to seek a 
method of determining flow for an ungaged river.  A USFWS method using the drainage-area-
 ratio method for two characteristically-similar watersheds served as an index to determine the 
flow of the Manhan River. According to Dick Quinn, this method has been used for over 40 
years by the USFWS to design fish passages and has worked with great success (personal 
communication, January 10, 2001).  
The method required that the drainage area of the Northampton Street Dam be delineated. 
Water accumulated over an area by precipitation, snow melt, ground water, or other kind of flow 
over an area of land will flow into a natural or man-made drainage system.  Therefore, finding 
out the contributing area will provide a basis to determine flow rates of the river.  The 
geographical information program, ArcGIS, was used to determine the river‟s drainage area.  A 
compilation of digital layer files taken from MassGIS showing local topography, sub-basins, and 
water bodies were joined into one layer to determine the amount of contributing area to the 
Manhan River. 
The next step involved entering the USGS online database and finding a gage station that 
had a historical stream flow record for a watershed of similar hydrologic characteristics to that of 
the Northampton Street Dam.  The logic behind this says that gaged flows of a hydrologically 
similar watershed will produce reasonable flow estimations if calculated on a per unit area basis. 
Possible gaging stations were filtered by constraining the search results by a 10x10 mile latitude 
longitude area around the Northampton Street Dam, gage elevations above sea level, and making 
sure that a stream flow record of no less than 15 years was available.  The resulting search 
allowed the gaging stations to be narrowed down to one site. 
Flow rates for the fish migration season (April 20 – June 10) were analyzed for a 15 year 
period.  Instead of calculating major storm events for quantifying flow, it was more important to 
determine the minimum, maximum, and average flows that could be expected during a typical 
 run-off event that occurs on a yearly basis.  These flows were calculated in csm or ft
3
/mi
2
 in 
order to rescale the flows to fit the Manhan drainage area.   
3.2.2 Calculating upstream water-surface profiles  
The water-surface profile calculation for the upstream portion of the river allowed the 
project team to estimate water-surface elevations along the channel reach and determine the 
backwater effect the dam is having on the river during certain flow conditions.  It also served as 
a means to determine if alteration of the dam structure would change flow conditions and create 
effects that should be addressed before construction takes place.  Chauldhry (1993) expresses the 
importance of determining water-surface elevations for the effective planning, design, and 
operation of open channels so that the effects of the channel modifications on water levels may 
be assessed.  Before beginning the backwater profile calculation, general river characteristics 
were determined.  These characteristics include river geometry, slope, and theoretical normal and 
critical depths. 
 The channel‟s slope was calculated by using contour lines from the quadrangle maps 
provided by the MassGIS database.  Quadrangle maps were compiled in ArcGIS and used to 
follow the Manhan River upstream of the Northampton Street Dam, taking note of both the 
elevation and distance from the dam at which contours crossed the Manhan River.  These points 
were entered into Microsoft Excel and an average channel slope was estimated. 
  The river‟s cross-sectional area was assumed to be rectangular due to limiting factors; 
time, resources, and weather.    The project team used satellite imagery provided by Google 
Earth to approximate the channel‟s width.  It is important to note that river width varied with 
respect to distance from the dam and had to be averaged into one value.  This was performed by 
measuring river width at equidistant intervals of 2,000 feet and averaged to come up with a 
 single value.  The simplification of channel width helped make calculation of normal and critical 
depth easier.  With all but one variable solved for, the normal and critical depths of each design 
flow could be determined and flow profile be classified. 
Classifying the flow profile required that the project team gather hydraulic information 
on the open channel and evaluate the relationship between normal depth, critical depth, and the 
depth at a given section of the channel for each design flow.  The Manning‟s equation, a popular 
hydraulic equation used to relate channel roughness with the other parameters affecting uniform 
flow, was used for calculating the normal depth.  The equation is expressed as 

Q 
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where n is the roughness coefficient, A is the area of the cross-section of flow, Rh is the 
hydraulic radius, and S is the channel slope. The n value in the equation is known as Manning‟s 
roughness coefficient and depends mainly upon the channel‟s surface roughness, vegetation, and 
channel irregularity (Chow, 1959).  The n value was estimated using information presented in the 
Community Background section of the 1979 FIS report (U.S Department of Housing and Urban 
Development, 1979).  
Critical depth was calculated from a derivation of specific energy with respect to the 
water depth to zero.  Critical depth is commonly referred to as the height of water in which a 
given discharge Q may be delivered through the section at minimum specific energy Ec (Hwang, 
1996).  Water‟s specific energy is based on the theory that water at each section of the channel 
contains a specific energy head comprised of kinetic energy and potential energy, where kinetic 
energy depends on flow velocity and potential energy on water height above a datum, usually the 
channel bottom.   
 Set to express critical depth as a function of discharge in a rectangular open channel, the 
equation used to solve for critical depth is expressed as 
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The values obtained for normal and critical depths for the design flows (minimum, 
average, and maximum flows) were used to classify each flow condition under one of the five 
gradually varied flow categories by noting relative positions of actual depth, normal depth, and 
the critical depth of the channel (Chauldhry, 1993).  This depth relationship helped qualitatively 
sketch water-surface profiles, but was necessary to compute the standard step water-surface 
calculations for a more accurate depiction. 
The standard step calculation is a simple method for determining water-surface elevations 
along the length of the channel, yet finds adequate use for this portion of the project.  The 
standard step method required the calculation to begin at a control-section with a known water 
height.  In this case, because flow goes over a broad-crested weir (the control-section), the head 
height of the approaching flow was used as that reference depth.  Head heights over the dam 
were calculated using the discharge equation over a broad-crested weir.  The equation used is 
expressed as 

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where h is the height of the weir, L is the length of the weir, and H is the head height. The 
equation was derived from the balance of forces and momentum between the upstream approach 
and the critical depth.  This derivation was used in conjunction with an additional equation from 
experimental measurements for average flow conducted by H.A Doerinsfeld and C.L Barker and 
published in Hwang (1996). 
 With known normal, critical, and head heights upstream of the dam, the standard step 
calculation was used to sketch water-surface elevations for each design flow.  The standard step 
method is a derivation from an energy head balance between two neighboring sections of the 
channel that are separated by a sufficiently short distance so that the water surface line can be 
approximated by a straight line (Hwang 1996).  
 The energy head equation is written as 
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where z is the position head of the channel bottom with respect to some datum, d is depth, L is 
the change in distance, and Se is the mean energy slope between the two points, written as 

Se 
n2V 2
2.22Rh
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The energy head equation could not be solved directly for the unknown depth since V1 
and mean Se are dependent on d1.  Thus, an iterative calculation was computed until the 
downstream and upstream energy between the two sections balanced and came into an 
acceptable range close to zero.  Profile calculations were performed using Microsoft® Excel 
since it can be performed at a quicker pace than free hand.  The resulting water-surface profiles 
for the current flow conditions on the Manhan River were compared with the water-surface 
profiles after dam modification to determine if change in water-surface elevations would occur.   
3.2.3 Determining tailwater surface elevations 
An invaluable piece of information that was used to dictate placement of the fish ladder 
was the estimation of the minimum downstream water-surface elevation.  Several methods were 
used in order to try and calculate the downstream water elevation.  After a consideration of a 
 number of different approaches, a measurement taken by the ACOE was used in conjunction 
with historical precipitation data to justify the measurement and use it as the minimum tailwater 
elevation. 
  The first attempt at determining tailwater elevations looked at performing a backwater 
profile calculation of the downstream portion of the Manhan River.  General river characteristics 
of the downstream portion of the Manhan such as channel width, slope, and theoretical normal 
and critical depths for specific flow conditions were required to perform backwater profile 
calculation.  The processes used to determine these river characteristics are the same as those 
presented in section 3.2.2 (Calculating upstream water-surface profile), and will be summarized 
in hopes of avoiding redundancy.  Channel width was approximated using satellite imagery from 
Google Earth, slope was calculated using contour lines of quadrangle maps, and critical and 
normal depths were calculated using empirical formulas.  Unfortunately, the resulting depths 
located at the foot of the dam differed from observations from a prior visit.   
The project team poured over the 1979 FIS report for insight and realized that the water 
below the dam was controlled by the Connecticut River since there was relatively little head loss 
from the foot of the dam to the confluence with the Connecticut River (U.S Department of 
Housing and Urban Development, 1979). Therefore, the project team sought to calculate the 
backwater profile of the Connecticut River in order to estimate water-surface elevations. This 
looked like a good possibility since the Holyoke dam located 6.5 miles downstream of the 
Manhan River was to serve as a control-section.  Hydraulic parameters such as river width, 
normal and critical depth were discovered before realizing that no real information on channel 
slope or reliable gage data were available for the Holyoke dam.  
 The project team‟s third attempt looked at using stage-discharge data from the Mill River 
to estimate tailwater elevations at the Manhan River.  Stage data was analyzed by the project 
team but proved to be inconsistent when trying to correlate discharge with stage height.  Advice 
from Paul Mathisen, the project advisor, suggested that differences between characteristics for 
two rivers could result in difference in stage heights and could lead to inaccurate estimates in 
stage height.   
Finally, after revisiting the resource CD provided by Dick Quinn on January 10, 2007, 
new information was found that was considered to be reasonable.  A project specification 
summary document provided by the ACOE to the USFWS contained a field measurement 
summary of recorded tailwater elevations during the months of June and July.  These 
measurements were used in conjunction with historical precipitation data taken from the U.S 
Historical Climatology Network to justify the recorded tailwater elevations as a reasonable 
minimum tailwater elevation. 
3.2.4 Sediment transport 
The purpose of a sediment transport analysis for the Manhan River was to determine if 
changes in flow properties would erode the channel bed.  This can also help to determine how 
often if at all, the fish ladder may need serviced to remove collected sediment between the 
baffles and restore it to optimal operating conditions.  A simple and practical method used by the 
project team to determine if erosion will occur in the channel was to look at maximum 
permissible velocities for the bed and bank aggregate.  More specifically, the Shield‟s shear 
stress analysis was used in order to determine maximum permissible flow of channel aggregates. 
 The Shield‟s shear stress analysis compares the shear force for initiation of particle 
motion with the shear force occurring at the channel bed due to the flow.  The equations used for 
analysis included the Manning‟s equation to determine basic hydraulic parameters, shear velocity, 
shear resistance of sediments, and shear stress at canal bed due to flow taken from Prakash‟s 
Water Resource Engineering textbook (2004).  The latter three equations are shown below. 
 
Shear resistance of sediments (s) = a (s - ) d 
Shear velocity (U*) (m/s) = (g R S) 
Shear stress at canal bed due to flow (f) =  R S 
 
For s (force required for sediment initiation), s is the unit weight of sediments (kg/m
3
),  
is the unit weight of water (kg/m
3
), d is the particle size (m), and a is the coefficient that is a 
function of the product between shear velocity (m/s) time the particle size d divided by the 
kinematic viscosity of water (m
2
/s).  For U* and f, R is the hydraulic mean radius (m), and S is 
the energy gradient (m/m).  If the shear force of the channel bed due to flow is greater than that 
of the shear force for the initiation of movement, there would be sediment transport. 
A couple of sources were referenced in order to best estimate the particle kind and 
average sizes of the Manhan River for the Shield‟s shear stress analysis.  The 1979 FIS report by 
the U.S Department of Housing and Urban Development informed us of the local geology of 
Easthampton while a handbook prepared by the North Carolina Stream Restoration Institute and 
North Carolina Sea Bank gave us estimated channel types and sediment sizes to be entered into 
our Shield‟s stress analysis (North Carolina Stream Restoration Institute and North Carolina Sea 
Grant, 2007; U.S Department of Housing and Urban Development, 1979).  
 3.3 Examining structural data and onsite analysis 
This section outlines the considerations that must be taken when a fish passage is 
constructed into a system that contains previously constructed man-made structures.  Because 
documentation of existing on-site structures was unavailable, assumptions were made as follows 
pertaining to the retaining walls on each abutment and the power house facility on the left 
abutment.   
It was desired to understand materials of use, history of construction, and expected term 
of use for this dam through the use of “as-built” designs and historical documents.  The FSW 
directed the design group to the historical society of Easthampton, Massachusetts in hopes of 
obtaining these documents.  Unfortunately, the plans were not on record with the town and the 
group was forced to utilize only the design plans provided by Dick Quinn and personal 
observations.   Therefore, it was assumed that the dam is made of a concrete mixture typical of 
pre-1950‟s construction with some exposed aggregate due to the water flow for the purpose of 
simplification of tie-in of the fish passage exit to the face of the dam.   
The team visited the dam on February 7, 2007 in an effort to get a feel for assessing the 
best-suited design consideration.  More specifically, it was of interest to observe the water flow 
both upstream and downstream of the dam.  Not only did the visit allow the group to gain insight 
on how the system flowed, but also to gain a valuable perspective for just how long the rock 
ledge extended past the dam itself.  This unique feature split the flow of water into two distinct 
channels along the rock, thus creating two possible attraction points for the fish to approach.  The 
channel on the right was close enough to the undercut bank downstream, and the channel on the 
left fed straight into the exit of the pool at the foot of the rock ledge, such that placement on 
either side of the river would retain fish attraction from its associated supporting current.    
 Finally, the inlet that had previously been used to feed the adjacent powerhouse was 
examined to see if it could be incorporated into the design.  While there would be additional 
construction costs associated with the removal of the existing inlet, the resulting placement 
would be more aesthetically appealing as well as maintain structural.  This was then included in 
our deliverable as an additional option for consideration. 
 3.4 Selection and design of fish passage 
Having visited the Northampton Street Dam, it was acknowledged that there would be 
many difficulties that would play a part in the design of the proposed fish ladder.  While it was 
known that each of these factors would make implementation of our final idea more difficult, 
they were actually helpful in narrowing the options for design, simply due to the limitations 
associated with some of the passages.  The options for fish ladder design included the pool and 
weir passage, mechanical passage, natural passages, Alaska steepass, vertical slot, and Denil fish 
passage.   
The single most determining factor for selecting a passage was the size of the 
Northampton Street Dam.  Its small height and low flows immediately narrowed our options for 
passages significantly.  The highly variable flows eliminated the “pool and weir” option.  There 
was no need for any mechanical passage as the head loss is so low, so each of these passages was 
omitted.  Natural passage was eliminated because they require a great deal of open space to 
implement properly and the property surrounding the Northampton Street Dam is almost entirely 
privately owned. The option of using an Alaska steepass, a form of a Denil passage, was 
eliminated since it is mostly used under specific applications.  Thus, it was determined that 
installation of a classic Denil passage or vertical slot passage would suffice. 
To determine between these two options, flow conditions from the Northampton Street 
dam were used to compare design criteria and necessities.  Both passages were determined to 
work in theory; however, after inspecting the mechanics it was determined that the amount of 
flow required in order to maintain operation of the vertical slot passage was much more than that 
of the Denil.  The vertical slot passage was found to have a greater potential impact on the 
overall biological system of dam maintenance under extreme flow conditions.  For these two 
 reasons, the Denil passage was decided to be the most applicable for the Northampton Street 
Dam.   
 3.5 Compare with ACOE design 
Once a sufficient number of concepts for the Denil passage were examined, it was logical 
to compare the proposed design plans with those of the ACOE in order to locate any obvious 
differences in findings prior to preparing deliverables.  When comparing plans, it was 
ascertained that the involvement of working with ACOE plans would not find there way back to 
the design team‟s fish passage.  
 Initial findings suggested that the methods of design were comparable to those used by 
the ACOE as the majority dimensions for channel width, baffle spacing, and channel height were 
almost all within a fraction of each other.  Total passage lengths were found to be substantially 
different.  It was discovered that the all German design, which we had expected to be much 
larger than the ACOE‟s design, was actually only marginally different.  The reason for this was a 
matter of placing the Denil passages in the correct locations.  The longer lengths of the ACOE 
designs allowed for more bends in the system to make the system easier to construct, but would 
run ran the construction cost up.  Since completing designs prior to comparing with ACOE 
designs, it is in hindsight that longer lengths would have simplified the job.  However, instead of 
adjusting plans to the ACOE since the work was already invested into the team designs. 
 Chapter 4: Results 
 The results chapter of this report provides the findings that the MQP group used to 
design a reliable, cost effective, and executable fish ladder for the Northampton Street Dam.  
This section is meant to give the reader a complete reference of findings for the final design of 
the fish ladder and suggest reading the Methodology chapter of this report for a more 
comprehensive understanding of procedures used by the project team.  The chapter begins with 
the findings on hydraulic operating conditions of the river section at the Northampton Street 
Dam as well as environmental impact results due to the dam and future modification of the 
structure.  Then, a section is dedicated to the hydraulic and structural design process as well as 
placement of proposed fish ladder for the site.  The Results chapter is concluded with a cost 
estimation review for the different the proposed fish ladders designs.  The results presented in 
this chapter provided the project team with the necessary information to deliver important 
conclusions and recommendations to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.  
 4.1 Hydraulic analysis results 
The drainage area for the Manhan River was determined using geographical information 
data was downloaded from the MassGIS server to enumerate and illustrate the drainage area that 
discharges into the Manhan River.  The amount of area that contributes flow over the 
Northampton Street dam was determined to be 64.0 square miles.  A map of the Manhan 
drainage may be found in Appendix B of this report. 
Stream flow data were sought for the Manhan River, but unfortunately could not be 
found.  Therefore, the USFSW method of determining flow from an ungaged stream was utilized. 
The project team used the USGS gage station database to find the drainage area most 
characteristic to the Manhan River.  It was discovered that the Mill River would serve as an 
adequate comparison, since it was in the same county 3 miles north of the Manhan dam, had a 
drainage area of 54.6 square miles, and had a gage datum of 170 feet above sea level.   
Fifteen years (1985-2006) of stream flow data for the Mill River were downloaded from 
the USGS database and analyzed to find the minimum, average, and maximum flows occurring 
during the months of operation for the fish ladder.  The flows of the Mill River were represented 
in units of cubic feet per square mile of watershed area in order to re-scale the flows to fit the 
Manhan drainage area.  Unlike major hydrologic studies, the project team was concerned with 
the less than typical flows occurring on a yearly basis and required only stream gage data to 
determine the Manhan flow conditions (Dick Quinn, personal communication, January 10, 2007).  
Table 1 shows the re-scaled Mill River flows that were used as key design flows for the design of 
the fish ladder. 
 Table 1: Design flows used for fish passage design 
Design Flows (cfs) 
Minimum 59.0 
Maximum 495.0 
April Average 226.0 
May Average 134.0 
4.1.1 Upstream analysis findings 
This section includes calculation results of the head heights of the approaching flows 
over the dam, general river characteristics of the Manhan River, normal and critical depth 
calculations, backwater profiles for present flow conditions and finally an analysis of the 
potential alteration of flow conditions due to the construction of a fish ladder. 
Head heights for the different design flows were necessary in order to determine proper 
fish ladder placement.  If placed incorrectly, the fish ladder could perform less than ideally or 
even not function at all, causing serious implications to the fish.  The discharge equation for a 
broad-crested weir was used to determine upstream water elevations as the flow approaches the 
dam.  Table 2 shows expected head heights for key design flows. 
Table 2: Northampton Street dam head heights 
Head height over Northampton Street dam 
 Flow (cfs) Height (ft) 
Minimum 59.0 0.40 
Maximum 495.0 1.60 
April Average 226.0 0.96 
May Average 134.0 0.68 
 
The project team then required that the channel‟s normal and critical depth be solved for 
since they often serve as important open-channel design parameters.  Before doing so, river 
characteristics such as geometry, slope, and channel bed composition had to be determined in 
order to solve for these open-channel design depths.  A number of sources were used to compile 
the river‟s characteristics and allow further hydraulic analysis.  
 Channel composition was determined from information presented in the Community 
Description section of the 1979 FIS report on soil type in the Easthampton area.  This soil is 
described as an “excessively drained sandy subsoil over sand and gravel” (U.S Department of 
Housing and Urban Development, 1979).  The channel composition permitted the design team to 
estimate a Manning‟s n-value of 0.05 to be used for the calculation of normal depth.  
River slope was determined by using USGS quadrangle maps to record distances at 
which contour lines crossed the river‟s path and constructing an average grade for the channel.  
The river was found to have an average grade of 0.0014 ft/ft upstream of the dam and 0.0002 ft/ft 
downstream of the dam.  The river‟s width was taken from the use of satellite imagery to 
estimate an average width of 33.0 feet upstream of the dam and 45.0 feet downstream of the dam.  
Finally having all but one variable, the Manning‟s equation was iteratively solved for normal 
depth using Microsoft Excel.  Table 3 provides a tabular representation of the resulting depths. 
Table 3: Manhan River normal depths at design flows 
Manhan River Normal Depths 
 Flow (cfs) Depth (ft) 
Minimum 59.0 1.37 
Maximum 495.0 5.32 
April Average 226.0 3.19 
May Average 134.0 2.28 
 
The critical depth was solved for each design flow using the critical depth equation for a 
rectangular channel.  The results are published in Table 4. 
Table 4: Manhan River critical depths at design flows 
Manhan River Critical Depths 
 Flows (cfs) Critical Depth (ft) 
Minimum 59.0 0.46 
Maximum 495.0 1.91 
April Average 226.0 1.13 
May Average 134.0 0.80 
 
 The relationship between the normal, critical, and dam depth heights were compared for 
each design flow and categorized as a mild slope type-1 profile.  This information only permitted 
the project team to qualitatively sketch the water profile and required a more precise estimation; 
the computation of the water-surface elevations using the standard-step method. 
The standard step calculation allowed the team to approximate water surface elevations 
along the river‟s reach and use it for a later analysis for channel modification. Beginning at the 
upstream section of the weir, the profile continued back until normal depth was reached, 
balancing the energy between two successive water sections to an acceptable range.  Figure 1 
below shows the backwater effect of the dam under different flow conditions.   
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Figure 1: Backwater profiles for fish ladder design flows 
 
The red line represents a minimum flow of 59.0 cfs and shows how evident the detaining 
effect the dam is having on the flow.  As the flow increases, the backwater curves begin to 
 straighten out and reach a normal depth farther away from the dam until it‟s almost straight for 
the maximum discharge of 495.0 cfs (blue line).  The analysis allows one to see the present 
conditions of the river but require that a new set of backwater curves be analyzed for 
modification of the dam with the proposed Denil fish ladder.   
There was concern that the fish passage would alter discharge properties of the dam and 
suction the flow through the fish passage.  Using the “Denil-Passage-Design Excel” spreadsheet 
created by the project team (included in CD), it was possible to calculate head heights before and 
after the installation of the Denil passage with specific dimensions.  Under each design flow, it 
was determined that head height would change insignificantly and cause no real changes in 
effects of water-surface elevations as a result of the installation of the fish ladder.   
4.1.2 Downstream analysis findings 
Determining the downstream water-surface elevation involved a different approach than 
the upstream analysis.  A backwater profile calculation of the downstream portion of the river 
resulted unsuccessfully as the results were deviant from what was observed at the site visit as 
well as the 1979 Flood Insurance backwater and channel profiles for the town of Easthampton.  
Calculations showed that the water surface elevation would be at 102.0 feet above sea level with 
only a couple of feet of depth and this elevation was what the report showed as channel bottom.   
Looking back at the 1979 Flood Insurance Study, it was determined that the Connecticut 
River‟s backwater dictated water-surface elevation.  Relatively no head loss occurs along the 
reach of the downstream river and it was speculated to perform a backwater analysis on the 
Connecticut River.  As mentioned earlier in the methodology section, performing backwater 
analysis on the Connecticut River requires channel, flow, and stage information.  Unfortunately, 
 channel slopes and a reliable source of river characteristics could not be determined and thus 
created a new dilemma. 
Researching documentation provided by the USACE to USFWS, two field measurements 
were taken on June 30, 2001 and July 3, 2001 for both upstream and downstream water 
elevations; June‟s measurement at 127.75 feet upstream and 109.6 downstream and July‟s 
measurement at 127.75 upstream and 108.9 feet above sea level.  This data was used in 
conjunction with precipitation data gathered from the U.S Historical Climatology Network to 
justify measurements and incorporate them into the water-surface analysis of the downstream 
portion of the river. 
Twenty-seven years of precipitation data were analyzed from the Amherst weather 
station located within several miles of the Manhan dam was analyzed to determine that June and 
July are the driest months of the year in that region and the Northeast in that case.  Below is a 
figure that shows precipitation averages for the 27-year station record.  Most of the water 
flowing over the dam during the June-July month is most likely to be from base flow, 
contributed by groundwater of the region.  This finding was used to justify a real measurement 
taken by the USACE and estimate with more confidence, the downstream water-surface 
elevation for the Manhan River. 
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Figure 2: Amherst Station No. 190120 Precipitation History 
 
4.1.3 Sediment transport 
The Shields Shear Stress Analysis was used to evaluate the sediment stability and 
determine if erosion protection of the channel would be required.  Flow conditions of the river 
used for analysis were as follows; S=0.0014 ft/ft, Manning‟s n = 0.05, d50 of the channel material 
(particle size than which 50% of channel bed material is finer by weight) = 1.0 mm. Information 
of channel bed soils was taken from the NRCS Web Soil Survey tool online and a project report 
by the North Carolina Stream Restoration Institute and the North Carolina Sea Grant group. 
To determine if sediment transport would occur, shearing resistance of sediments (a (s - ) 
d) was compared to the shear stress at canal bed due to flow ( R S) at minimum flow conditions.  
 The a coefficient, a function of shearing velocity relationship (U*/dv), was taken from a Table 3-
6 from Prakash‟s Water Resource Engineering (2004).  Solving for the particle diameter, d, at 
which sediment movement would occur resulted in a particle size of 60.0 mm.  Re-checking the 
a value for the shearing velocity relationship with the new particle size yields the same a 
coefficient and tells us that sediment transport will occur.  
a (s - ) d =  R S 
 
 
 
The study of sediment transport is vast and complicated, but using the shear stress 
analysis allowed a simple and practical method of determining if channel erosion would occur.  
The analysis could have been performed for average and maximum design flows, but lack of 
information and time permitted the project team to use only one flow condition.  Calculation at 
the low flow condition allowed the team to stipulate that as flow increases, the particle size that 
will transport will decrease. 
Transport is inevitable in natural channels, thus the project team recommends that a flow 
dispersion beds be constructed to protect the fish passage and channel.  The protection of the 
ladder will require that large substrate be placed in an arc 20 feet in front of the Denil‟s exit in 
order to disrupt flow and get smaller sediments to fall into the crevices of the substrate.  Rip-rap 
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 should be placed at the entrance of the fish ladder so that scouring of the channel bed may be 
kept at a minimum. 
 4.2 Hydraulic design  
After assessing all available background, the Denil passage was determined to be the best 
solution for the Manhan site because of its small profile and low pressure flows.  The first design 
consideration was the expected head loss through the migration series with the varying design 
flows.  Table 5 shows the water elevation up and downstream can vary by approximately 18.0 
feet to 18.8 feet through normal condition.  The 18.8 feet of head loss is taken as the design 
elevation since continuous operation of the ladder is of utmost importance. 
Table 5: Water elevations 
Expected head differences 
 Upstream elevation Downstream elevation Difference in head 
Minimum flow 126.8 108 18.8 
Maximum flow 128 110 18 
 
Examining the maximum difference in head and possible number of slope combinations 
for design, the linear length of fish ladders were compared.  German design dictates a 1:7.4 (7.7 
degrees) slope for the species of fish that will use this river.  American design theory dictates a 
1:6 (9.46 degrees) will suffice. Multiplying the slope by the change in height, a total length of 
153.92 horizontal feet is needed for the German designs, while 124.8 feet were necessary for the 
American design.  In addition, a resting pool must be installed after a given number of vertical 
feet in order to allow the fish ample time between each leg of the climb.  For German code this is 
approximately one pool for every 3.28ft of horizontal displacement, whereas American design 
allows for approximately 6ft of displacement.  As such, the German ladder design will require 7 
resting pools where the American ladder design will only need 4.  Thus the two lengths of 
223.92ft for the German design and 164.8ft for the American design become apparent.  
 With such an obvious gap in design principle, it was concluded that hybrid designs 
should be examined.  Combining American slope with German resting pool protocol or German 
slope with American pool protocol, two interesting hybrid designs resulted.  The horizontal 
lengths were calculated to be 193.92ft for the German slope design with American pool 
requirements.  194.8ft was calculated for the American Slope design with German pool 
requirements.  Refer to figure 3 for a graphical comparison of linear foot requirements. 
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Figure 3: Design length options 
 
After passage lengths were found, the dimensions of the interior of the channel were 
determined.  In both American design and German code, the recommended width of the channel 
is approximately 2.0 feet for the water flow plus 0.8 to 1.5 feet of exposed baffle (DVWK, 2002).  
For construction purposes the figure was rounded to 1 foot.  In addition, when searching for 
information on the mechanics of the Denil baffle system, DVWK provided the most substantial 
 mathematical support for its analysis.  Dimensioning was thus determined using German theory 
in metric units and converted to standard after.  Please see figures 4 and 5 for all variables and 
their visual representation. 
 
Figure 4: Baffle cross-section variables 
 
Calculation begins with a value for h* (height of water passage) 
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Figure 5: Baffle plane-view variables  
 
The optimum inflow ho is then drawn from figure 6  
                                                 mho 1.1  
Head Height Relationship y = -0.3304x2 + 1.4168x + 0.0076
R2 = 0.9991
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Figure 6: Optimum inflow  
 
It was necessary to next calculate the bottom height of the first baffle h1.  For 
typical baffle dimensions see figure 7.  This value represents the optimum conditions for 
flow, such that higher and lower values should be accounted for during the progression of 
the migration period. 
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Figure 7: Typical baffle dimensions 
  
Next calculation of the discharge rate Q 
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A new calculation must be made using the American slope.  Since the values for h
*
, ha, and ho 
remain the same, one may skip to calculation of h1.  Again, please see figure 4.2.5. 
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Since this value again rounds to 1.25 we see the same result for Q. 
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The recommended baffle slope of 45 degrees will therefore result in a discharge of 34.712ft
3
/s in 
both cases, which is tolerable to our fish in interest. 
 4.3 Structural design 
The final task of designing the base fish passage is the surrounding concrete that forms 
the channel.  Our calculations first began with a study of the structural stability of „U‟ shaped 
channel carrying the water.  The most important stress would be the application of the water‟s 
moment to the walls of the channel.  This was determined from figure 8, which shows the 
applicable forces.   
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Once this moment was found to be based on a nominal water force „R‟ of only 781.25lbs, 
it was determined that minimal concrete strength and steel reinforcement would instead be based 
upon temperature cracking and AISC minimum values.  A one foot thick wall of ¾” aggregate, 
4000psi concrete would have the desired capacity beyond all expected loading conditions.  The 
concrete is advised to contain 4-6% air entrapment in order to reduce seasonal cracking.  In 
Figure 8: Moment variables 
 addition it is advisable that the construction specifies a no fly ash mix due to the structure‟s 
constant contact with moisture.  In addition, minimum AISC standard recommends a 
reinforcement steel layer to further protect against temperature cracking.  A W4 x W4 (4”x4”) 
wire mesh will be double layered in each of the concrete walls with a 4” typical clearance on the 
interior and a 2” typical clearance on the exterior.  Eight No. 6 rebar will run the length of the 
structure to use as form for placing the wire mesh.  Finally waterproof expansion joints should be 
installed at the near and far ends of each resting pool or every 30‟ as specified by ACI 301.  
Please see figure 6 for a cross-section of this design.   
 
Figure 9: Orthogonal view of the W4x4 mesh and rebar layout in a typical resting pool  
 4.4 Placement of passage  
Two important considerations in fish passage design that often are overlooked are the 
entrance and exit locations and angles.  A pass can be designed to accommodate several different 
fish species in slope, width, and frequency of resting pools, but proper logistics of the entrance in 
particular will ensure that all fish will be attracted to the pass and use it in their migration path 
(Clay, 1995).  Recalling from section 2.4 on fish avoidance behavior, fish are most comfortable 
in flow velocities near their cruising speed (Bell, 1990).  Fish are guided by the main current and 
swim up to the zone of highest turbulence in the tailwater directly below the dam, and in the 
presence of a bank, fish will seek a way to continue to move upstream following the bank.  
Therefore, the fish pass must be positioned at the bank of the river where the current is highest.   
4.4.1 Fish entrance placement  
The distance downstream from the dam is also important, as fish may be stuck in a dead 
zone (no upstream outlet), and may not swim back downstream to find the entrance.  In cases of 
a skewed fixed weir, the fish passage should be located at the upstream narrow angle between 
weir and bank (DVWK, 2002).  The upstream point is located on the left abutment next to the 
unused powerhouse because the weir is skewed slightly.  Beyond this point, the project site is not 
typical due to the extensive rock ledge that extends approximately 150ft downstream.  This is 
problematic because a fish pass should be situated as closely as possible to the point where the 
fish meet the obstacle, ideally within thirty feet (Quinn, personal communication, January 10, 
2007).  Therefore, the obstacle is extended to include the rock ledge in addition to the dam.   
The entrance of the fish pass should be situated where fish concentrate upstream, and 
model experiments have shown that an attracting current up to an angle of 45 degrees out of the 
 fish pass is most effective (DVWK, 2002).  The Manhan River flows over the weir at an angle 
and creates a large pool on the right side of the dam because of the path the water takes as it 
flows over the ledge.  The flow goes over the weir evenly, but the irregularity of the ledge forces 
the water to split into two main jets coming off the dam as shown in figure 10.  During the site 
visit, and from photographs provided by Mr. Quinn, the two jets coming off the dam take two 
entirely different paths to the downstream pool exit.  One jet is centered on the dam, containing 
the water from the left side of the dam to the center, while the right jet takes the remainder of the 
flow and channels it to form a large pool on the right. 
 
 
Figure 10: Main channel paths over rock ledge 
 
It appeared that the jet off the right abutment pooled and created a strong flow that runs 
almost perpendicular to the dam directly before continuing downstream.  The center jet also 
creates a strong current that appears to run parallel to the flow off the dam.  However, it is not 
apparent which jet creates the stronger current, but in this situation, the right jet creates an 
 undercut bank on the right, while there is a point bank on the left.  See figure 11 for an example 
of this flow separation over the rock ledge.  Fish will swim toward the undercut bank because 
that is where the main current is.  Working on these assumptions, and recognizing that the fish 
passage should not be situated in the center of the dam, the pass should be up against the right 
abutment.  Alternately, the passage could be located on the left abutment, but the entrance would 
have to be designed such that it meets or exceeds the flow of the center jet in addition to not 
causing further bank erosion by introducing a third jet near the pool exit.   
 
 
Figure 11: Water flow over rock ledge 
 
4.4.2 Design combinations  
Each of the four design combinations from section 4.2 were designed for both abutments 
so that options could be analyzed, since it was possible that a certain option could be more 
effective on one side than the other.  Therefore, a total of eight design options are discussed in 
this section, one of which was to be the most economical option (from a construction standpoint) 
and has the best expected results to attract fish.  A summary of design specifications is presented 
 on table 6 and figures 12 through 19.  For all options, a solid concrete base is extended to the 
face of the rock ledge and anchored with No. 8 rebar drilled and grouted into the rock.   
Table 6: Summary of design specifications 
Design No. Slope Jump Height Abutment Rock removal Angle off weir Slope type Jump type 
1 1:7.4 3’-6” Right Minor 30˚ German German 
2 1:7.4 3’-6” Left Minor 0˚ German German 
3 1:6.0 3’-6” Right Minor 45˚ American German 
4 1:6.0 3’-6” Left Minor 0˚ American German 
5 1:7.4 7’-0” Right Minor <10˚ German American 
6 1:7.4 7’-0” Left None 20˚ German American 
7 1:6.0 7’-0” Right Minor <10˚ American American 
8 1:6.0 7’-0” Left None 0˚ American American 
 
 
Figure 12: Design one 
 
  
Figure 13: Design two 
 
 
 
Figure 14: Design three 
 
  
Figure 15: Design four 
 
 
 
Figure 16: Design five 
 
  
Figure 17: Design six 
 
 
 
Figure 18: Design seven 
 
  
Figure 19: Design eight 
 
It was discovered that the most feasible and effective option was design No. 1, because it 
was found to have the least stressful effect on the fish, as well the best placement with regards to 
the criteria above.  The next most reasonable option to consider would be 7 followed by 2 with 
some minor alterations to the angle of the pool at the entrance.  While both options 4 and 8 
would appear to be feasible, option 8 places the entrance to the fish ladder too far from either of 
the water paths and option 4 would require a sizable amount of blasting to place.  
The figures 20 to 25 show profile and placement views of design No.‟s 1, 7, and 2, being 
the three most feasible design options.  A concrete base has been added and can be seen in the 
pictures.  The dashed light green lines shown in the conceptual layouts are the paths that the 
water takes as it separates into two jets exiting the dam.  The light green colored surface reflects 
the height of the water at an elevation of 108 feet NGVD.  The gray polygonal surface reflects 
the contours of the rock ledge, and the contour lines in black and green reflect the natural 
 contours of the land surrounding the pool formed by the dam.  The baffles for each fish passage 
are outlined in orange and are placed in the Denil fish passages in each layout.   
  
Figure 20: Profile view of design No. 1 
 
 
Figure 21: Conceptual view of design No. 1 placement on right abutment 
 
  
Figure 22: Profile view of design No. 7 
 
 
Figure 23: Conceptual view of design No. 7 placement on right abutment 
 
  
Figure 24: Profile view of design No. 2  
 
 
Figure 25: Conceptual view of design No. 2 placement on left abutment 
 
 4.5 Cost estimation 
The cost analysis for this project report relied on industry professionals, the project 
sponsor, and current market prices to synthesize a cost for each design option.  The liaison to the 
sponsor, Mr. Dick Quinn, provided cost estimation values for construction of a Denil passage, 
but he noted that these costs are extremely variable depending on the economy.  His numbers are 
based on a compilation of costs from past fish passages that the FWS have overseen.  In general, 
it may cost between twenty-five to thirty thousand dollars per vertical foot of drop that a fish 
passage undergoes, and approximately three thousand dollars per linear foot of passage.  In 
addition to that, the engineering fee may be estimated at fifteen percent of the construction cost, 
and the construction project management fees may be an extra five percent.  The construction 
estimate does not include the costs involved in diversion of the water during construction with a 
cofferdam system (installation and removal by the contractor).   
Table 7: Breakdown of FWS supplied costs 
Design 
Overall 
Length 
Cost per 
Linear 
Foot: $3K 
Head 
Change 
Cost per Vertical 
Foot: $25K - $30K 
(including 
construction costs) 
Engineering & 
Design, 
Supervisions & 
Administration 
Costs (± 20%) 
Total Cost 
1,2 210 ft $630,000 19 ft $522,500 230500 $1,383,000 
3,4 185 ft $555,000 19 ft $522,500 215500 $1,293,000 
5,6 176 ft $528,000 18.5 ft $508,750 207350 $1,244,100 
7,8 154 ft $462,000 19 ft $522,500 196900 $1,181,400 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The general details of the breakdown of the cost of materials by unit price analysis from a 
current market source are summarized in Table 8, aided in part by an industry professional, Mr. 
Whitney Parker, P.E.  This method fluctuates heavily with the market, and does not incorporate a 
way to include construction costs.   
 
Table 8: Breakdown of material costs 
Item Cost 
No. 6 Rebar $0.30 per linear foot 
W4x4 Mesh $1.60 per square foot 
4000 psi concrete $105 per cubic yard 
 
Overall, the difference in costs between each of the feasible options does not exceed 
$100,000 and therefore is not considered criteria on which to base the decision of which option 
to choose.   
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Chapter 5: Summary and recommendations 
In order to best design a fish passage solution for the Easthampton Street Dam, this MQP 
project has collected and comprised methods and findings as detailed in chapters three and four.  
After reviewing all of the information, many domestic and foreign ideas were incorporated to 
find one solution of best fit for the system.  While there are a number of different options for fish 
passage designs as well as individual variables within each one, a single solution was able to be 
comprised for small rivers, such as the Manhan.   
In addition to this generic selection of best passage, the characteristics of the site were 
taken into account.  A number of designs were created that have promising placement options for 
the location that, applied to each abutment, further singled out a best solution.  The following 
represents a summary of this best fit finding. 
By carefully reviewing a number of available passage options and examining the specific 
characteristics of the site, it was found that a Denil passage would be most likely to succeed in 
the system.  Three foot baffles with two foot openings would sit at a 45 degree angle to the 
horizontal in order to create the largest dispersal of head energy.   This would be complemented 
by gentle 1:7.4 slopes to create a low stress environment for traveling fish species.  The passage 
would also include a 10ft resting pool after every vertical drop of 3ft to further comfort the 
migrating species.  Overall this resulted in a total passage length of 210 horizontal feet.  This 
design can be seen in figures 20 and 21.   
When placing this design, the solution presented itself closest to the exit channel along 
the right abutment.  With a final entrance height of 108ft above sea level, the passage sat 
comfortably atop the rock bed requiring very minor blasting and a minimal supporting layer of 
reinforced concrete.  When finished, no more than 20% of the total concrete was used for the 
 supporting layer, which helped to keep costs for this design comparable to those of shorter 
passages.  The passage was places within 30° perpendicular to the weir in order to maximize 
operation throughout the migration season.   
The expense of this passage were among the highest of all those investigated, however 
with a total cost of only 14.6% above the minimum, this passage‟s effectiveness outweighed the 
difference.  The final total is $1,383,000 for 210ft of passage that overcomes a 19ft head drop.  
The design incorporates the design options least stressful to the fish as well as places the 
entrances closest to the point of attraction to optimize effectiveness.  
 
 
 
  Appendices  
A. MQP minutes 
The following is a transposition of the events that occurred in each meeting of this MQP group, 
its advising professors, and the liaison Dick Quinn. 
A.1 Meeting 10 January 2007 
Present company:  
Dick Quinn – US Fish Wildlife Hydraulic Engineer 
Professors Mathisen – Environmental Advisor 
Professor DeFalco – Structural Advisor 
Jessica Rosewitz, Justin DiNino – Students  
 
 Fish weir design 5/6 years ago by army core engineers 
 Section 206  core people available to do work  
o Project used to be 100% federally funded, now approximately 65% 
o Core of engineers cost 2 to 3 times as much as a private firm 
 Core takes forever, high specs, weeds out most available projects 
 Andromonous fish (live sea, spawn river) 
o Am. Shad 
o River Herring (Blueback, Alewife) 
 Likes ponded habitat 
 20ft/s speed, no jump 
o Both require 3ft depth for swimming 
o Not stocked for Atlantic salmon anymore 
 Manhan Dam 
o Fish and Wildlife service hired for conceptual plans by Core 
o Most important  stream (headwater/tail water rating curves) 
 Uses Weir equation 
o Not gaged stream by USGS 
 NRCS and NOAA get $ from the feds 
o Agencies go to FWS but FWS doesn‟t have the $ 
o NOAA will most likely build this project 
 206 money  only projects with congressional interest get this 
o There is no new money here 
o More restrictions coming each year 
 Dick Quinn now begins with the details of the site 
o Right abutment  intake works that used to feed power house 
o Concrete atop ledge outcrops 
o Easy access 
o Located in Easthampton, MA 
o 700 sq. mi. drainage area 
 Non-mountainous  
  200cfs  normal flow 
 800 cfs  max flow 
o Flood insurance study (“250 …” PDF on CD) 
o Connecticut river I-91 near Oxbow 
o Lots of ledge 
o Right abutment has low level outlet for servicing 
o 6-7ft of concrete 
o Sheet flow over ledge 
 Hinders fish even approaching dam 
 Special case with design considerations 
 13-14 ft of head, 35fps on ledge 
o Damn safety inspection 
o Old as built plans 
o Pictures 2003 and before 
 Some from 2000 
o Left abutment = old retaining wall for home above 
 Fish passage facilities 
o Fishway dissipates energy from head drop do fish can swim up 
o Must be able to withstand flood flows 
o Must still operate under low flow periods 
 Ken Bates 
o Peer on west cost 
o Designs leech as well as fish passages 
 See Clay, C. “design of Fishways + Other …” 
o Chute types 
 Most common is “Denil” 
o Pool types 
 Allow more fish to pass 
 FWS has 350 fishways 
 George Denil  his design is the bible (1958?) 
o 1936 built first Denil 
o Baffle dissipates energy 
o Slope based on target species 
 Shad = 1/8 slope (not many on our river) 
 Alewife = 1/6 (this is the recommended slope for Manhan) 
 Trout/Salmon = 1/5 slope 
 Late summer / Early Fall  when fish come downstream 
 Fast moving water  
o Blueback + Alewife spawn 
 Denil Fishways common costs 
o $35k/ vertical foot 
o $3k/ linear foot 
o 20% engineering fee 
o 5% construction management 
 Designed for 40 species 
 Steepasses  used for small drainage areas 
 o 10in operation range 
 Fish pass capacity (annual number based on habitat) 
o Denil 
 25000 shad  
 40000 Blue back herring/ Alewife 
o Pond 
 Can accommodate VERY large volume 
  4ft – 6ft  depth 
 Pool + Weir Fishway 
 Used on MA rivers/damns 
 Used for single flow conditions 
 Denil baffles 
o Made of CCA treated wood good for 20 year operation 
 How to site a fishway 
o Never perpendicular to the flow 
o Never more than 30ft from the dam 
o Never in middle of channel 
 Put fishway entrance directly downstream of the hydraulic hill (after jump) 
 Need min 2ft of water @ entrance channel 
 If less than 1‟ of water use 45 degree angle to the flow 
 If greater use parallel entrance 
 Keep all designs simple with round numbers 
 Alewife come 3 weeks before Blueback 
 We must understand flow downstream to design 
 Dick Quinn recommends 3‟ baffles 
 5-6 fps entrance speed is Ideal 
 Quinn shows methods for defining flow periods on chart 
o Migration period 
 Normal operating flows to keep in mind 
o Operation flow  
 The time that fish should realistically have to move 
 Rule of thumb is 3 to 4 times annual flow 
 March 20 till June 10 
o Fish passage time span 
 Weir formula Q = clh3/2 
o H = head 
o L = length 
o C = constant 
 Look for 4 day flow blocks to determine periods within the acceptable data range 
 Find a watershed of similar size and shape 
o Translate the data 
 Low flow is most important 
o Need 2‟ min 
 Procedure 
o Draw a lat long box of the area 
 o Look at gauging stations in the area 
o Look at DA (narrow area) 
o Elevation limits 
o Go 7 to 8 sq. mi. below and above DA 
o Period of record needs to be min 15 years 
o Look for unusual characteristics 
o Calculate csm (feet of flow per sq. mi. of drainage area) 
o Rescale this flow to see if it is appropriate to your area 
o Look at topography for irregularities 
o Hydrograph 
o Using these remaining gauges 
 Analyze flow from them 
o Manhan is most similar to Mill river and South Deerfield 
o Now entrance channels 
o Then how much water passes over the spillway 
 We need to put out a proposal and layout tasks 
o Intro, BG, Lit review, Objectives, overall approach, specific tasks 
 What Dick Quinn requests 
o Calc  
 min flow 
 normal flow  30 in 
 exit channel elevation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
B. Manhan drainage area 
 
 
 
 
Figure 26: Manhan drainage area 
 
 
Courtesy of MassGIS Oliver Data Viewer   
Layers included: Sub-basin layer, Hydro 1K Water bodies layer, and MA town boundaries.  
Red shading was performed by Microsoft Paint  
 C. ABET criteria 
This project delivers a complete design report showing a number of options for the 
Northampton Street Dam to be presented to the United States Fish and Wildlife Service.  
Included in the report is a characterized list of the designs considered in order of best fit.  The 
engineering behind the designs is also mathematically shown and displayed in conceptual 
AutoCAD images.  This includes a hydraulic analysis of the Northampton Street Dam to 
determine the river operating heights and if modifications of the dam would alter present flow 
conditions.  Each design also has a cost analysis section that is based on 2007-2008 expected 
pricing guides.   
The project studied general theory on construction of biologically sensitive fish ladders 
and then its specific application to the Manhan site.  A set of six focused tasks were a result of 
the study that if completed thoroughly, would lend themselves to a well defined conclusion: 1) 
gathered background information on relevant fish species and fish passages; 2) performed a 
hydraulic analysis of the Manhan River; 3) performed structural and site analyses of the project 
site; 4) designed several fish passages by combining two industry accepted empirically based 
methods; 5) compared those designs with proposals from the United States Army Corps of 
Engineers; 6) and performed a cost analysis of each design option.  The first three tasks were 
necessary for familiarity with the subject material prior to design.  In completing each of these 
steps, an excellent design was chosen which met or exceeded the comparison designs provided 
for study by sponsoring organizations.   
The economical aspect of the project is addressed with a cost analysis of design options 
based on current market prices.  The environmental aspect of this project is addressed by a 
complete hydrologic analysis of the watershed and the effects and changes that placement of 
 such a design would have on the system as a whole.  In addition, it is evaluated as to whether the 
changes to the system are acceptable.  Sustainability is addressed in the design itself, with a 
projected lifespan of twenty years for the fish passage before replacement of material is required, 
as well as a flow dispersion system upstream of the dam to prevent debris buildup in the passage.  
Manufacturability is addressed with an accepted design type chosen for the fish passage with a 
previous history of successful fabrication and construction.  Ethical obligations to the habitat of 
the fish are addressed by the placement of the passage itself.  Before the construction of the dam 
around 1900, alosine species migrated upstream to spawn yearly.  This project rehabilitates 
upstream passage, thus restoring the natural pattern that was previously interrupted.  Health and 
safety of the fish are addressed in detail in this project by designing a fish passage that places no 
undue stress on the fish during upstream migration.  Social implications to this project extend to 
the communities that surround the Manhan River.  Fish spawning grounds are being restored, 
and as such, recreational fishing will also be restored, as well as balance to a natural habitat that 
was once disregarded by the construction of the dam.  This may also create in the affected 
communities a desire to preserve the Manhan River and surrounding areas in conservation efforts.  
Political implications to this project do not extend past the parties responsible for funding the 
project.   
This project utilized both analysis and synthesis in the engineering design process to 
create a satisfactory understanding of all criteria important to this project.  The synthesis of fish 
species characteristics, fish passage design types, hydraulic analysis, and cost analysis resulted in 
a design that put no undue stress on the fish during upstream migration.  This result also satisfied 
the consideration for attraction of fish to the passage, which was among the most important 
 design criteria.  This is because if fish are not attracted to the passage, then they will avoid it and 
not use it to migrate upstream.   
The deliverable of this project is a design report to assist in the construction of a feasible 
fish passage on the Manhan River that presents several conceptual outcomes, with one in 
particular that would be most attractive to the anadromous species as well as the project sponsor.  
For this project, the effects that placement of a structure within a water body, and the changes in 
flow conditions that will occur, were analyzed.  This information, combined with a proficient 
placement of the passage within the system proves that, at least on paper, this design project is a 
success.   
Every step in this project was part of an iterative process.  The process of discovering the 
correct way to transfer stream gage data from a similar watershed to the project site, an ungaged 
stream, was iterative, due to the lack of a concrete procedure for a watershed size like the one in 
this project.  Therefore, this project report is based on a repeated gage data conversion process, 
until an acceptable water datum line was reached.  The next step in this project also required 
several iterations, the design and redesign of the fish passages, if not only because when the 
water datum line changed, the designs did as well.  The hydraulic analysis portion of this project 
was not an iterative process as much as it was a continually developing one, constantly requiring 
analysis of a new aspect that was not thought of in the original problem statement.   
This engineering design project was not so open-ended that an acceptable design outcome 
could not be reached.  The limiting factors, being site conditions and anadromous fish species, 
aided in the choice of a Denil passage.  This design report can aid professional organizations in 
the design and construction of Denil fish passages.   
 
 D. Design Calculations  
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